Elementary Awards
March 7, 2019
1st Grade
1st Place Team

EMILY CANINE
MADISON JENNINGS

CLEANING PENNIES

VALLEY VIEW ELEMENTARY
1st Place Individual

TENALEE GARPESTAD

HAPPY HOOF, HAPPY HORSE

FAIRFIELD ELEMENTARY
EMILY CANINE
MADISON JENNINGS
CLEANING PENNIES
VALLEY VIEW ELEMENTARY
Most Creative Merit

TENALEE GARPESTAD

HAPPY HOOF, HAPPY HORSE

FAIRFIELD ELEMENTARY
3rd Grade
1st Place Team

CAMREE PUPPE
LILLY SILVESTRE

SAFETY TIME

BELT ELEMENTARY
2nd Place Team

JJ HOFFMANN
HAYLYNN MADDEN

MAGNIFICENT MARKERS

BELT ELEMENTARY
3rd Place Team

WILLIAM MOORE
WESTON TINGEY

OIL SLICK

BELT ELEMENTARY
1st Place Individual

Hailey Wagnild

Classroom Bugs

Morningside Elementary
2nd Place Individual

ALLYSON BUNCH

BAKING AND ELEVATION

LOY ELEMENTARY
3rd Place Individual

CALEB HASS

ACIDS AND BASES

FOOTHILLS COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
Mak McCoy
Wyatt Remington
Cool Clean Water
Belt Elementary
RYDER LEACH

MAGNETIC LEVITATION

FOOTHILLS COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
Health & Medicine
Merit

Camree Puppe
Lilly Silvestre

Safety Time

Belt Elementary
Most Creative Merit

CALEB HASS

ACIDS AND BASES

FOOTHILLS COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
4th Grade
1st Place Team

REAGAN JASSEN
MAREN HEASTER

SQUEAKY CLEAN

BELT ELEMENTARY
2nd Place Team

CADENCE GRAHAM
SIDNEY PAULSON

PUT YOUR CLEANER TO THE TEST

BELT ELEMENTARY
DESTINEE GOODMAN
CARSYN GROUX
MORGAN HEITZMAN

HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH

BELT ELEMENTARY
1st Place Individual

PARKER BERTHELOTE

BLAZING ARROWS OR ICICLES

SUNBURST ELEMENTARY
2nd Place Individual

VINCE TAYLOR

HOMEOPATHIC WARRIORS

SUNBURST ELEMENTARY
3rd Place Individual

DEZIRAE GOODMAN

PUCKER UP

BELT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
DESTINEE GOODMAN
CARSYN GROUX
MORGAN HEITZMAN

HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH

BELT ELEMENTARY

NIKKI HARTWELL

OH POOP!

SUNBURST ELEMENTARY
PARKER BERTHELOTE

BLAZING ARROWS OR ICICLES

SUNBURST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Vince Taylor

Microbiology Merit

Homeopathic Warriors

Sunburst Elementary
GREYSON GARZA

Most Creative Merit

THE RISE AND FALL OF CUPCAKES

BELT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
5th Grade
1st Place Team

Blake Waldner
Tobias Wilson

Fizzing Pop

Belt Elementary
2nd Place Team

EMERSON HOERNER
RAENE EE MAPTSON

SO YOU CALL THAT WATER PROOF

BELT ELEMENTARY
3rd Place Team

MAISIE HASTINGS
ROWAN HONESKY
HANNAH MAZAIRA

MAGNIFICENT MOLECULES

CASCADE ELEMENTARY
1st Place Individual

MILLI FLOYD

THE FLU IS CRUEL...

POWER ELEMENTARY
2nd Place Individual

ALISON NAU

PIANO PLANTS

SUNBURST ELEMENTARY
RILEY PETERSON

HOW DOES THE GRAIN OF A BULLET AFFECT ITS VELOCITY

BELT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Cash Smith

Veggie Freeze

Belt Elementary

Consumer Science Merit
AIDAN MILLER

TORNADOES

FOOTHILLS COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
Engineering Merit

GRADY DOW

ROUND AND ROUND

CENTERVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Milli Floyd

The Flu is Cruel... 

Power Elementary
Microbiology
Merit

Maisie Hastings
Rowan Konesky
Hannah Mazaira

Magnificent Molecules

Cascade Elementary
Most creative
Merit

LISA FERRARA
HAIDYN HALVORSON
LANDON SHUCK

IS BOUNTY TRULY THE BEST?

CASCADE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL